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doubt that the time has come when the old order must give way to the
that united  India must demand and be  given  equal facilities and opportunTtie^tn
tiam and recruit every officer from the highest to the lowest in India    In short  I rV
must be given industrial Swaraj.    Only when this is done, will education and
ment adjust themselves and the economic distress of the country and  our
in particular be relieved.
The present Labour Government in England has a very alluring and extensive
project of railway extension, house building and road-making schemes which it i*
anticipated, will considerably relieve the present day condition of the acute nn
employment in that country. I have the imagination to suggest that something
similar must be projected in India to mitigate, if not to remedy the same evH
in India. I prognose the time is not iar distant when the Government will
find itself.compelled to adopt some such policy. For no question is ever settled
until it is settled in accordance with justice and the permanent principles of Govern
ment and as far India is concerned, the question of the most vital importance is
the settlement of its economic problems, which are far more acute and dangerous
than anywhere else in the Empire. It is in the solution of India's economic
problems that the adjustment of India's communal differences has the attainment of
peace and security and it is here, that the Government, in conjunction with the,
businessman must be ready to play its part in the initiations of an intensive and
far-sighted policy towards the progress of India's industrial and commercial advance-
ment.
There is no doubt that in another decade all the present clay differences between
the ruler and the ruled both in British and Feudatory India, between the Government
and its legislators and between the employer and the employee will be governed
by the all-important bearing and influence Labour will exercise. It needs no imagi-
nation to visualise the day when the Labour Party will completely control the
future development and destiny of India and it is to this end I would draw the
attention of the Anglo-Indian community. Labour and its wages are reaching a
common level in India for all communities ; this condition exists already in most
other countries of the world, but I want the community to face these facts squarely
so that its future activities will be directed towards achieving economic unity with
the rest of India, co-operating with the rest of India, co-operating with her peoples
m the demands of equality of recognition and treatment with the rest of the other.
Dominions ^ of the British Empire. The year under consideration has been a memo-
rable one in the history of the community and I feel sure our people rest satisfied
m that their problems have been forcibly represented and their interests zealously
guarded by those in whose care they have been entrusted.

